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distributed to those without, Discharge is to ensure phone left are unlocked and the problem is 
being rectified. 
Induction had taken place at 9.30 with some 8-9 detainees present. I checked a small sample of 
completed induction documents in the wing office drawer and could not honestly say they had all 
been properly completed and signed. 

CLYDE WING 0 Application 1 SLP 2 ACDTs 

I read the ACDTs; the SLP was a detainee with epilepsy. The office was very busy when I visited 
as they had received a number of new arrivals, presumably B wing's efforts to make space. I was 
approached by a ; D638 !unhappy with treatment when he had been very poorly the 
preceding Fri-Sat. He had felt too ill to leave his room and his room mate had been to ask help on 
several occasions from the officers. He claimed he had been told that "we don't do room service" 
when the room mate had asked for "medicine" (I presume he meant paracetamol) and that he 
would have to get himself to HC to see the nurse. It did not sound too good and I pointed him in 
the direction of the complaint forms if he wanted to take it further. 

DOVE WING 0 Applications 4 ACDTs 
I checked the ACDTs.r.--61630-----) was on ACDT as a F&F refuser but eating a little. One 
detainee was on the point of leaving with the police, not expected to return and officers were 
careful to ensure all his property was going with him. The wing was reasonably clean though the 
grass in the garden seriously chewed up by the netting machinery. There had been an issue with 
the servery workers that morning apparently leaving the area in a filthy state. I caught officer 
Sonia with marigolds in the middle of a deep clean, intent on showing the 3 servery workers how 
the job should be done. Juls was also on the case. Apparently, the DCOs do not always make a 
thorough check when they unlock the workers at the end of the meal service as they should. 
A detainee approached me to complain of the poor ventilation and to beg for the roof to be 
opened. I passed his request to an officer. 

EDEN WING 0 Applications 1 ACDT 0 CWs 
On Monday there were 7 detainees in E wing, for a variety of reasons. A couple of methadone 
users were ready to move to the wings, an alcohol user was being monitored and a man was 
waiting transfer to the Verne.1- 640157 had been locked in his room on E wing on Rule 40 on 
Sunday on the advice of the GriliaTIi-e- Wa'd scabies and could only be in contact with other 
detainees once he had agreed and commenced treatment. It was all a bit complicated. [ 401i.] with 
an Italian passport, had been arrested by the police after sleeping rough in London for some time. 
His language is Hindi and his English poor and it was not at all clear that he understood what was 
happening or if he had mental health issues. He kept saying he wanted to get back to B wing. A 
top notch meeting was called and Chrissie had a good look and decided, with the help of 
Language Line, that the skin irritation was poor hygiene not scabies. [Da is agreed to shower, 
change his clothes and use the cream and in 24 hours he would be allowed back to normal 
location. I left Chrissie and a colleague ready to go into action. Notably both HO Rob and nurse 
Chrissie dealt with him in a caring patient manner. Update on [64 he was back on R40 for 
unhygienic practices towards his fellows on E wing on Tues. At his review Heena acted as 
interpreter and the DD decided to leave him on R40 and wait to see if he would comply and 
shower. Further update Sunday - looks like mental health assessment is the way forward. 

CSU 2 Detainees 
On Monday both detainees were there by choice, not on R40 and had their doors ajar. Both were 
hidden under the duvets and wanted to speak neither to me nor the Chaplain visiting at the same 
time. The DCO assured me that Juls had spoken to them only 30 mins previously and they had 
been seen by the GP though I could see no movement. The situation re has 
deteriorated significantly since I spoke to him in January and he was tucking into a wrap, as 
reflected in past rota reports. He has not eaten now for 30+ days, only taken fluids and 
communicates with few. Sandra tells me that since he has signed an advance directive Healthcare 
is unable to offer any treatment. She has explained to him the painful consequences of his present 
course. Update: Sandra managed to get a bail address from him and the caseworker escalated his 
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case, resulting in his release on Tues. He was taken to hospital for a check and given money for a 
taxi and train ticket. Excellent resolution to a life-threatening situation by officers/G4S and HO. 
CSU numbers built up later in the week, see above. 

HEALTHCARE 
Sandra, Michael and Chrissie were all in on Monday. I spoke to Sandra about [17-6;ifig-.7 and 
what plans HC had for helping him (see above) and watched Chrissie interacting with I D4015
on E wing. We discussed transfer to MH hospitals for the AR. There were only two last year; one 
to Langley Green and one to a Birmingham medium secure unit. Another was cancelled when the 
patient recovered in Brook. Both transfers took a long time to arrange because of the lack of beds. 
Having come across several detainees complaining about not sleeping I also asked about the new 
Sleep Clinic. Apparently it has been run by a nurse since the HMIP visit and can accommodate 6 
men. The course consists of several sessions and the idea is to give non-drug strategies for 
sleeping. Although Sandra thought news of the clinic had been circulated I found officers, the 
ones who might make referrals, in complete ignorance of what is an excellent initiative. 

KITCHEN 
The evening meal was semi-prepared when I visited in the early afternoon and the food looked 
appetising , some tasty looking vegetarian tarts. The manager reported that the number of 
detainee workers was sufficient. I discussed my Jamaicans comments but it always comes back to 
the difficulty of cooking for so many different cultural groups and pleasing everyone. There had 
been a Food Forum in the preceding week but not a single detainee had turned up. FIRST TUES 
IN THE MONTH 

3. Optional Visits 

ACTIVITIES 

ART ROOM 
Not visited though I saw Sarah on the wings touting for business. 

BARBER'S SHOP 
Busy whenever I passed. Still no stripey pole. 

CHAPLAINCY 
Members of the chaplaincy team of the various faiths were, as usual, much in evidence and I 
spoke to several as our paths crossed. 

CULTURAL KITCHEN 
Not visited 

CONTROL ROOM 
Not visited 

EDUCATION 
Not visited. I think Seb must be away. 

GYM 
Busy at the times I passed. 

IT SUITE 
Two of the rooms used for IT were pretty full of detainees all concentrating in silence on their 
screens. 

LIBRARY 
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